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MICHAELMAS TERM
1st Form Residential
The residential at the start of the
academic year has always been
hugely successful in encouraging our
new 1st Form starters to get to know
each other and develop friendships
quickly. The shared experiences give
pupils a greater understanding of their
own individual strengths, as well as
those of their new classmates. This
year, pupils enjoyed 3 very active
days at the Brathay Hall estate in
Windermere including canoeing, ghyll
scrambling, activities in their form
groups, banner-making, problemsolving exercises, as well as enjoying
ice creams and jumping in the lake!
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Transition Go Wild
Transition enjoyed a great day trip to
the Lake District Wildlife Park at the

end of September where they got to
cuddle a guinea pig named Sweep,

learn about tapirs and meercats, and
have a close encounter with a snake

and a bearded dragon! They also saw
otters, red pandas and some noisy
gibbons!

River Rapid Learning

Junior 4 enjoyed two days with Eden
Rivers Trust. They had an informative
theory day including map reading,
learning about the permeability of
soil and the ideal conditions for a
river. Although the weather had been
inclement, the sun shone for the second
day and pupils were able to visit the
river and draw a river sketch. Pupils
also learnt how people can affect rivers
and ways to overcome these issues
– knowledge which they used for a
subsequent writing task and a debate
during their English lessons.

Coffee for Charity
We were overwhelmed in September

with the amount of pupils and parents
who baked, bought, ate, drank, sat,
talked, purchased raffle tickets,

guessed the number of sweets,

picked toothpicks, slid coins, voted for
their Champion Cake and generally

contributed in any way possible to help
us raise over £1050 at our World’s

Biggest Coffee Morning for Macmillan!
What an atmosphere. Cake No. 1 was
crowned the winner of the decorating

competition, and was made by our very
own Mrs Evans!
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Harvest Celebration
We are always so privileged at how
many parents take the time to join us
for our Chapel celebrations and this
year’s Junior School Harvest Festival
celebration was no different. Led by
Rev Ian, the pupils thought about where
their food comes from and how they can
give thanks for this. Donations for the
local food bank were collected, and the
pupils performed poems and songs to a
very busy Chapel. As part of their own
Harvest Festival celebration, Pre-School
and Kindergarten also spent some time
baking bread - mixing the ingredients
together, kneading in turns and then
moulding their rolls into mini hedgehog
shapes, ready to prove and bake...
delicious!!

3rd Form Boarbank
Retreat

The 3rd Form spent a day at the
tranquil Boarbank Hall in November,
engaging in a number of activities
designed to consolidate their
understanding of St Augustine and
how his teachings are enshrined in
the School’s ethos. Spending time
with the Sisters there was an ideal
opportunity for reflection.

Top of the Bench
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The Austin Friars team were crowned
as Cumbrian Champions of the Royal
Society of Chemistry’s ‘Top of the
Bench’ competition in October. The
team, consisting of Sharvi Rana, Lahari
Nagodavithana, Ruby Manning and Miles
Thomas, had to complete a series of written
tests and two problem-solving practical
sessions at the North Cumbria round of
the competition at QEGS. Following the
South Cumbria heat later that week, it
was announced that Friars were County
Champions and destined to go on to
compete against the other 28 regional
winners at the National Finals in April. The
National Finals were unfortunately cancelled
due to the pandemic, but we were very
proud of how hard the team had worked to
win their place.

MICHAELMAS TERM

Iceland

The group toured the
south-west peninsula first,
visiting the coastline and a hot
water spring area

During the October half term, thirty GCSE
pupils travelled to Iceland for a Geography
field trip. The group toured the south-west
peninsula first, visiting the coastline and
a hot water spring area, before heading
to The Blue Lagoon. The following day,
they visited one of the world’s largest
geothermal power stations followed by a
glacier walk and a visit to a black beach
- stated to be one of the top five mustsee beaches in the world. Waterfalls and
an interactive LAVA Centre were on the
agenda next before the long-anticipated
horse riding, and trying to master the
elusive gaits which are particular to the
Icelandic horses. A little bruised and
battered from the challenge, the pupils
then got to experience walking through
the longest and largest lava tunnel in
the country, before heading to a brandnew attraction called ‘Fly Over’ which
was a 4D experience taking pupils on a
simulated flight over Iceland. The final day
started with walking through the major
rift that marks the place where the North
American and Eurasian plates are pulling
apart, and visiting geysers before a final
waterfall stop at Gulfoss and a trip to a
hydro-electric power station with some
incredible interactive displays. On the final
evening, the pupils pitted their wits against
Reykjavik Escape Rooms before a very
early start to head home the next day.
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TUDORS AT
TULLIE HOUSE
Junior 3 pupils got to experience a
bit of Tudor life during a visit to Tullie
House in November to consolidate
their learning in History. They had fun
handling all the artefacts and trying on
some of the costumes in the different
settings.

Tree Planting

The 1st Form joined VI
Former and founder of
environmental conservation
charity Another Way, Amy
Bray, to plant 160 Oak trees
in Matterdale in November
as part of National Tree
Week. They were joined
by Jamie Normington from
Cumbria Wildlife Trust who
also donated a copy of the
beautifully illustrated book
‘The Lost Words’ to the
School’s library. The 1st Form
really enjoyed the experience
and getting hands-on with
nature whilst learning about
the important role trees can
play in contributing to a
climate solution.

EYFS AND PEOPLE
WHO HELP

The Early Years Unit was visited
by people who help us in the
Michaelmas term including the
firefighters and fire engine from
blue watch, and the police. Pupils
got to find out all about the different
situations that the firefighters can be
called to help with and they looked
at all the different equipment before
exploring inside the fire engine
and having a go with the powerful
firehose! When the police visited,
they got to explore the police van
and try on different pieces of police
uniform.
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PREPARATORY NAVIGATE
TO WHINLATTER
Preparatory visited Whinlatter Forest to
learn about maps and orienteering, by
using a compass to follow trails and find
checkpoints. In the afternoon, they also took
part in a blindfold trail to develop teamwork
and cooperation.

Charlotte Arter Visit

MICHAELMAS TERM

World record breaking GB athlete, and
former pupil, Charlotte Arter returned
to school to lead a training and Q&A
session with some of our young keen
athletes. Charlotte is the British 10,000m
Champion, the Welsh record holder
for the half marathon and holds the
Park Run female world record time.
She started her visit leading a whole
school assembly charting her journey
from her school sport days to life as a
professional athlete. Keen athletes from
1st Form - VI Form then took part in a
training session with Charlotte on the
Astro where she ran through the training
drills she goes through before a race
with them and some key exercises to
improve pace and stamina. After a brief
cool down, the pupils were able to sit
down for a Q&A session, focusing on
the specifics of her training schedule
and the importance of nutrition to
success. Speaking of her visit, Charlotte
said “I hope that what the pupils have
taken away from this morning is the
knowledge that success doesn’t happen
overnight and it can often take a long
time to get where you want to be, but
that shouldn’t deter them from their
aspirations and they should always
believe in their own ability if they really
enjoy something”.

House Music Festivals

As is the norm, the Junior School House
Music Festival culminated with the House
Singing Competition in the Michaelmas
term. The song was ‘Any Dream Will Do’
from Joseph and the Amazing Technicolour
Dreamcoat and the pupils rose to the
challenge with three excellent, very different,
interpretations of the song. Adjudicator, Mr
Taylor, decided that Aidan House clinched
the win this year for the House Singing
Competition. At the end of the judging,
Aidan House were also announced as the
winners of the whole Music Festival. In
almost a mirror image of the 2018 Senior
School House Music Festival results,
Lincoln again took the trophy for winning
the overall festival and Stafford House once
more clinched the win for the House Singing
Competition which concluded the festival.
The collective song was ‘Flower of Scotland’
and we were thrilled to have Mr McCall
Snr accompany the Houses for this on the
bagpipes. Well done to all performers for the
House spirit shown across both festivals in
all classes.
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PARLIAMENT
WEEK HUSTINGS
Senior School pupils were given direct
access to the local General Election
candidates in a hustings event at the
school during UK Parliament week. Held
just prior to the December 2019 General
Election, it was a timely opportunity for
the pupils to engage in topical political
issues and hear party policies first-hand
from the candidates for the Carlisle
constituency. John Stevenson from the
Conservative Party, Julia Aglionby from
the Liberal Democrats, Ruth Alcroft from
Labour and John Blaylock for the Brexit
Party all had the opportunity to address
the pupils in the School’s Chapel on
Friday morning, and speak individually
about their party’s policies before
fielding questions from the pupils in a
‘question time’ style session.

To spur the pupils into a greater
involvement in politics as and when
they reach the appropriate age, a ‘mini
election’ was held after the debate
where VI Form volunteers manned the
‘polling station’ and pupils who had
added their names to the ‘electoral
register’ were given ballot papers and
were able to cast their vote based
on what they had heard from the
candidates. Assistant Head of VI Form,
Ms Care, who organised the event said
“This was a great opportunity to help
our pupils understand the democratic
process and the importance of voting. It
is of particular relevance to those of our
young people who will be eligible
to vote for the first time in December
and I’m sure it has given them a lot to
think about”.

Rugby Dinner

The Rugby Dinner, towards the end of
the Michaelmas term, saw the efforts
of the Senior players of the 2019/20
season recognised with a 3-course
dinner, coaches’ speeches, awards,
and appreciative words from the 1st XV
Captain and Vice-Captain. It was a great
night to celebrate all the award-winners,
and every Senior player, for their valued
contributions both on and off the pitch.
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HAIRSPRAY
MUSICAL
The Senior School welcomed everyone
to the sixties for the December musical
with the toe-tapping, exuberant,
high-energy and infectiously cheerful
‘Hairspray’, telling the story of
overcoming barriers of segregation in
Baltimore through catchy songs, and
a love of dancing! The costumes, sets,
singing, acting and dancing were all
fantastic, the lighting and band were
top-notch and the whole production was
brilliantly managed - we couldn’t have
enjoyed it more!

House Chess
Competition

The Junior School’s Michaelmas
term inter-House Chess Challenge
was hotly contested. House teams
were picked from the 28 attendees
of the Chess Club who played
on Monday-Thursday lunchtimes
overseen by Chess Monitor, Olivia.
The competition was a close-run
thing, and all players did very well.
Bede just pipped Cuthbert House
to win the Infants’ section, but
Aidan were the winners in the J1/
J2 and J3/J4 categories so Aidan
were crowned overall Champions,
with Bede and Cuthbert awarded
joint second place. All participants
were awarded a Chess Club
certificate and goody bag.
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Infant Nativity
Pupils from Pre-School to Preparatory
put on two performances of their
Nativity, ‘Come to the Manger’, in
Chapel in December to lots of parents
and friends. They all did extremely
well at re-telling the Christmas story,
learning their lines and remembering
stage directions. They even finished
with a Christmas song in Spanish which
they had been learning in their Spanish
lessons. It was super!

CAROL
SERVICES
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The last day of the Michaelmas term saw us host two very special Carol Services
for the Junior School and the Senior School. Pupils and staff made the readings,
and choirs from across the age ranges performed with the congregation joining in
for many. They were lovely celebrations to round off a very busy term and the tree in
Chapel looked splendid as ever, especially by candlelight for the Seniors’ first carol.

LENT TERM

LENT TERM

Zoo Lab Visit

Transition and Kindergarten had a
hands-on experience with some friendly
creatures in January when ZooLab
came to visit to supplement Transition’s
learning about desert animals and
Kindergarten’s topic on rainforest
animals. The pupils were able to meet
and touch a millipede, a tree frog, a
bull snake, a tortoise and some gerbils.
They also got to take an up-close look
at a tarantula and a scorpion!!

JUNIOR 3 AND
JUNIOR 4 LAMDA
PRESENTATION
Pupils from Junior 3 and Junior 4 were
presented with certificates in January
for their recent LAMDA examinations in
the Speaking of Verse & Prose. Junior
3 pupils took Grade 1 and Junior 4
pupils took Grade 2 in November and
achieved an excellent set of results - all
candidates passed with either Merit

or Distinction! Ms Lewis (Teacher of
Speech & Drama) said, “I’m immensely
proud of our pupils’ LAMDA results.
So much hard work goes into the
preparation for these examinations
and our pupils have passed with flying
colours. I cannot stress enough the
importance of good speaking skills. The
ability to bring a text to life; to express
oneself clearly, confidently and with
appropriate expression are skills for
life.”

CHINESE NEW
YEAR CELEBRATIONS
As part of the School’s celebrations
surrounding Chinese New Year, some
of our International VI Form students
worked with our Junior School pupils
to make and decorate traditional willow
lanterns. Elsewhere, the EYFS pupils
wrote their name in Chinese and made
money envelopes, Chinese lanterns
and dragon puppets. They also shared
some Chinese foods and dips whilst
discovering how to use chopsticks, and
listening to Chinese music. To round off
the School’s activities, the EYFS pupils
took part in some special lessons led
by some of our international students.
They learnt how to say different animal
names in Chinese, played some games
and were able to ask lots of questions
about China and Chinese traditions.
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DOVE COTTAGE

Preparatory enjoyed a lovely trip to
Dove Cottage at Grasmere whilst
learning about the Wordsworths and
writing poetry. They were one of the
first school groups to access the
brand-new learning resource centre
there, set in beautiful surroundings,
and thoroughly enjoyed the whole day.

Walk Like an Egyptian

Transition participated in an Egyptian
workshop at Tullie House in the Lent
Term where they were able to handle
artefacts from the ancient Egyptian era,
dress up as an ancient Egyptian and act
out the mummification life after death
ceremony. Pupils were also pleased
to meet an ancient Egyptian farmer’s
wife called Aneksi who told tales of the
Egyptian Gods and what life was like
living next to the river Nile in ancient
Egyptian times.

Clare House Bikeathon

In February, Clare House held their House
social and fundraiser event – an overnight
collective attempt to row, cycle and run
the equivalent 2,167km distance between
Carlisle and San Gimignano in Italy,
regarded by many as the spiritual home
of the Augustinian community. Starting at
4.00pm, and taking 9 hours to complete, the
pupils (and staff!) worked tirelessly, each
taking shifts on rowing machines, exercise
bikes and running, showing tremendous
House spirit. Whilst off shift, there was time
to enjoy a bit of relaxation with refreshments
and virtual reality games too. The pupils
showed true grit and determination, not
once leaving any of the exercise machines
empty, and they earned every penny of their
sponsorship money which was split between
Bloodwise and a local charity.
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Inter House Cross
Country
The Junior and Senior Schools’ Inter
House Cross Country competitions took
place in February where pupils from
Pre-School to VI Form took on different
courses on the cross country circuit to
win points for their Houses. In the Junior
event, Pre-School and Kindergarten
were first to race and there was great
excitement, if a few nerves, on the
start line. The pupils were magnificent
and everyone got round the course.
Transition and Preparatory did a
similarly great job but it was J1 and
J2 who were the first to tackle the real
mud! J3 and J4 were last to run and
they did a full lap of the course. Aidan
were the overall House winners after all
the races.

Conditions were very tough for the
Senior School competition, but it was
one of the highest turn-outs of runners
in recent years with many completing
the course with a smile. As Houses,
Lincoln won the Junior Girls and Inter
Girls age groups; Clare House won the
Junior Boys and Senior Girls’ races,
and Stafford won the Inter Boys and
Senior Boys categories resulting in
Lincoln coming 3rd overall, and Clare
and Stafford finishing in joint first. Most
importantly however, are the numbers
of finishers per House as this shows
true House dedication. Clare was 3rd
with 86% finishing, 2nd was Lincoln with
89%, but Stafford came first with a huge
94% of the House finishing the course.

Junior Science Lessons

J4 spent some time working with some of our A’
Level Chemistry students in the Lent term, looking
at reversible and irreversible changes. Our VI Form
Chemists led some experiments to demonstrate
these changes, and the J4 pupils were able to
correctly identify which were reversible and which
were irreversible. The J3 and J4 after-school
Science Club had also been busy creating a PH
Rainbow of household items and exploring how
much weight they are able to hold using only paper.

Ski Trip

Over February half term, the Senior
School ski trip took place. Pupils
travelled to Val Di Fiemme in Italy,
for a week of skiing and had lessons
every day with their ski instructor.
They all made fantastic progress
over the week and were kept busy
with a full schedule of activities in the
evenings in the town of Tesero. At
the end of the week, certificates were
awarded and the weary pupils, worn
out from a week of physical exertion,
made the long journey back home.
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LEGO
LEAGUE SUCCESS
In February, we were beyond
excited that one of our Austin Friars
teams earned an invitation to the
international championships of a
global LEGO competition in Greece
after picking up 2 awards at the
National Finals in Bristol. It was
the first time in the history of the
competition that a team from Cumbria
had won through to compete abroad
in the international championships.
2 teams of pupils, Dynamite 51 from the
Junior School and Team Atlantis from
the Senior School, travelled to Bristol
on Saturday 22nd February for the
FIRST® LEGO® League England and
Wales final, having secured their places
during their respective County heats of
the tournaments held in Carlisle and
Workington in January.

Team Atlantis, made up of pupils from
2nd to 4th Form, were the only team in
the country to win two trophies at the
national finals. They recorded the best
score in the robot knockout challenge,
and received a special Judges’ Award
for their community innovation project
on preventing flooding at Carlisle’s
Sands Centre – accolades which earnt
them their place at the international
championships in Thessaloniki in
Greece in May.

Our J3 Junior School team, Dynamite
51, also enjoyed great success in the
flagship event of the day - the Robot
Game - finishing 7th out of 66 teams!
This was truly a fantastic achievement,
as this was their first ever year of
competing, and against teams of pupils
often much older than them.

The FIRST® LEGO® League is a global
STEM-based competition for young
people aged 9 – 16 years, designed
to inspire the science and technology
leaders of tomorrow. Teams compete in
a themed challenge, based on a realworld scientific topic, by building and
programming an autonomous robot to
solve a set of missions in a ‘Robot Game’,
and completing an ‘Innovation Project’.
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Fran Ward, co-director of C-STEM
which, with the support of the
charitable REACT Foundation, has
organised Cumbria’s involvement in
the competition for the last five years,
said: “I am speechless. To have a team
from Cumbria going abroad to the
international championships is fantastic.
The standard of the competition has
been higher than ever this year, and
what Austin Friars have achieved
is amazing.”

Headmaster, Mr Harris, said: “We
are very excited and very proud of
everyone involved. The FIRST LEGO
League is a brilliant developmental
experience, because the children
learn to fail fast, try something else,
and ultimately succeed. It is helping to
inspire confidence and instil resilience
and creative problem solving which are
so important”.

Unfortunately, the international finals in
Greece were unable to go ahead due
to COVID-19 but we look forward to
hopefully repeating our success in the
near future and competing internationally.

BEAUTIFUL
BUDAPEST

LENT TERM

During February half-term, a group
of Senior School pupils travelled to
Budapest to bring to life certain GCSE
History modules, exploring sites
relating to the First World War, Nazi
Germany and the Cold War. Amongst
other things, pupils visited Holocaust
memorials, synagogues, the Parliament
building and the thermal baths. They
got to sample local cuisine and finished
the trip with a Danube dinner cruise. It
was a fantastic trip and the pupils were
wonderful company!

FESTIVAL SUCCESS

J3 Theatre Royal Trip

Junior 3 pupils visited the Theatre Royal,
Newcastle in March to see a production of ‘Holes’
adapted from the well-known novel by Louis
Sachar. The class had been reading ‘Holes’ in
class and enjoying some practical Drama work
with Mr Judge, based around its plot and themes.
The production was excellent and complemented
the English and Drama work the children had been
doing in class.

Our pupils took home thirty-one 1st
places, and twenty-six 2nd places
between them at the Carlisle and
District Music and Drama Festival
in March. There were many more
fantastic performances from all those
who entered across all phases of the
School. Three Senior School pupils
– Marcus Grogan, Freya McCall and
Lahari Nagodavithana - were awarded
major trophies. Unfortunately, the Gala
Concert at the end of the Festival where
they would have been awarded these
had to be cancelled. We were very
proud of all our pupils who took part.

World Book Day

For World Book Day this year, Junior
School classes and Senior School
form groups decorated their classroom
doors, inspired by their favourite books
and in some cases, creating their
own! There were some fantastic and
inventive creations that brightened up
the corridors.
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AIDAN
HOUSE
What started out as an
absolutely triumphant year for
Aidan House ended half way
through due to COVID-19 and
the UK lockdown. Despite this,
the efforts of Aidan House from
the start of the year should not
go unnoticed.
Firstly, I would like to thank Kezia Nittala
and Laura Shannon for leading Aidan
House through the time that we were in
school, they worked hard to encourage
participation in events and to rouse

House spirit.
The first event in the House calendar
was the House Music event. This
was a victorious year for Aidan and
we were the winners of both House
song, ‘Any Dream Will Do’, and the full
House Music competition overall! Our
Solo event winners in this competition
were; Finley Waning, Alex Bell, Poppy
Hutchinson, Hugo Pennington and a
Junior Brass Group.
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In the Lent term we had the U9 and
U11 Football and Netball competitions.
Aidan had a good solid performance in
the Football events with a 2nd place in
both. In the U9 Netball we worked hard
to gain a 2nd place and we were the
winners of the U11 Netball.
In the Michaelmas term we had our
first inter-House Chess competition
organised by Mr Bandoni and we were
proud to be named the overall winners
- well done to all the players that took
part.
Also in the Michaelmas term we had
the U9 and U11 Rugby and Hockey
competitions. Aidan were victorious in
both the U9 and U11 Rugby events and
in the Hockey, we also had a win for the
U9s and a 2nd place for U11 - all the
players worked hard as a team.
Aidan were the overall winners of the
House Mathletics competition. Some
of the children achieved amazingly
high scores, but the overall high score
that Aidan got was due to all of the
children in the House that took part and
got as many points as they could, an
admirable team effort.

The final event of the Lent term was
the inter-House Cross County. This is
always a fun event, involving all the
pupils from Pre-school to J4. There
were some very strong runs from Aidan
pupils, Including Jake Irving and James
Jenkins, which led us to a win overall.
Well done to all the pupils for their
dedication, commitment and teamwork
throughout the year. I would have
loved to have seen how we fared in
the Swimming Gala and on Sports Day
but sadly it was not to be this year.
However, I do think that you would have
given it your all and each pupil would
have done their best.

Miss Simpson

JUNIOR SCHOOL HOUSE REPORTS

CUTHBERT
HOUSE

The academic year began with
the announcement that Olivia
Palmer and Annie Harrison
were the new Heads of Cuthbert
House. With their successes on
the sporting field throughout
their years in the Junior School, I
knew they would be great leaders
and would encourage Cuthbert
House to give their all in the
upcoming House events.
The first event was the House Music
competition in October, which is always
a brilliant opportunity to see just how
talented our Junior School pupils are.
Cuthbert found success in both the J3
and J4 solo category. Annie Harrison
was awarded 2nd place in the J4
class with her beautiful singing voice
and Oliver was placed 1st in J3 with a
brilliant drums display!

In November, the Junior School held
their first Mathletics Challenge which
ran for a week and included all children
from Kindergarten to Junior 4. The
commitment to this challenge was
outstanding as so many pupils put in
hours of hard work to maximise their
points. Cuthbert were leading the way
for the majority of the week but were
overtaken by Aidan on the last day. The
effort made by some individual pupils
was amazing and in Cuthbert House,
Henry Webley was one of the top
scorers!
Cuthbert made sterling efforts across
the House sporting events. In the
Cross-Country event, Cuthbert were
placed 2nd in the Transition and
Preparatory race, with Behram being
the 1st boy across the finish line!
Cuthbert were declared the winners
of the J3 and J4 race after a strong
performance and the majority of the top
10 runners crossing the finish line were
members of Cuthbert House.

The J3 and J4 Cuthbert Rugby team
were particularly strong this year and
played some excellent matches. One
of the star players was Rory Irving
who captained his team brilliantly and
provided a lot of strength for the team.
Cuthbert performed really well in the
House Rugby event but were just
pipped to the post by Aidan House.
In the House Netball event, the J3
and J4 girls gave it their all and were
awarded 2nd place. The girls were
stronger in their Hockey matches and
demonstrated great skill. In the House
Hockey event, the J3 and J4 girls were
victorious in all of their matches and
won the event!
It was strange not to have Sports Day
this year and to not have a chance
at winning the House trophy for a
consecutive year but we look forward to
working with the new House Captains
next year.

Miss Boyd
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BEDE
HOUSE

We began our new academic year
in Bede House by appointing
Johan Annemalm and Tom Vivers
as our fabulous House Captains!
We also welcomed some new
faces to our House and they soon
became part of the team during
our weekly House assemblies.
Although, sadly, our year of House
activities was cut short this time, we still
managed to compete in a great range
of events picking up both individual and
team successes along the way.

On the sports field, Bede have had
a number of successes, finishing
a pleasing 2nd in the House Cross
Country, with Jenson L and Oliver S
taking the win in their age brackets to
earn maximum House points for the
team. The boys then went on to top the
tables on the pitch in both the U9 and
U11 Football, whilst the girls also gave
it their all on the Netball court and the
U9s finished in the top spot for House
Netball.
Overall it has been an eventful year,
with ups, downs and lots of fun along
the way. Keep up the good work and the
team spirit Bede House!

Miss Donoghue
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CLARE
HOUSE
Although these have been an
unprecedented last few months,
I am pleased to report that once
again Clare House has gone from
strength to strength.
The Music Festival was a fantastic
opportunity for us to demonstrate
the enthusiasm and musical skill of
the members of the House. Although
we were pipped at the post, our
performance in the House Shout was
fantastic and Megan did an amazing
job of bringing us all together for our
expressive and tuneful rendition of Elton
John’s ‘I’m Still Standing’, helping us to
finish the first half of the Michaelmas
term on a high.
During the second half of the
Michaelmas term our attentions turned
to the House sporting events. Although
we didn’t manage to win all the events
this year we certainly gave the other
houses a run for their money! Clare
was really well represented and it was
fabulous to witness the House pride,
along with the amazing atmosphere that
these events bring.

In January, Clare showed enormous
House spirit with our charity bike-a-thon.
The event made me feel so proud to be
Head of Clare with almost everyone,
staff and pupils alike, contributing in
one way or another. The support and
camaraderie kept us pedalling well into
the night, with us eventually reaching
our goal just after midnight. Overall we
managed to raise over £2000 for our
charities.
Since lockdown there have been a
few changes to the Clare House staff.
We wish Mrs Fielder all the best in her
retirement and will be very sad to see
her go. However, as a parting gift she
has presented us with our new House
Mascot - The Clare Bear, so she will
always be with us in spirit!

Mrs Evans
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LINCOLN
HOUSE
Things started off normally this year
with the first major event - the House
Music Festival. Lincoln were again
winners due to the vast array of musical
talents we have. There were wonderful
standout performances and a huge
congratulations must go to everyone
from Lincoln who swamped the classes
representing all genres of music and
all types of instrument. Special mention
must go to the 1st Form for stepping
up so early on. We sadly lost out to
Stafford in the House Shout but I was
so impressed with our rendition of
‘Valerie’ and our version of ‘Flower of
Scotland’ which, in my humble opinion,
had the most passion!

In terms of sporting events again these
started off well with Lincoln coming
2nd in the Junior Girls House Hockey,
winning in the Inter Girls House Hockey
and winning both the Junior and Inter
House Netball. Sadly, the curse of the
Senior Girls struck again and we had
minimal players representing in Netball.
Huge thanks to the Inter girls for making
up numbers for this and to the Senior
girls who showed up - total legends!
House Cross Country was a corker, with
wonderfully exciting weather to really
challenge our athletes. There were
great performances from the Juniors
and the Inters. House Captain Olivia
Graham also put in a fantastic final
performance in this event, coming 2nd
in the Senior Girls competition.

It just remains for me to say that I
have loved every minute of leading the
Lincoln family. As a former member of
Lincoln House I have also experienced
all of these House events first-hand and
know that it is not just the winners who
deserve our thanks but every pupil who
represented their House in any event,
even if they are not a natural. I want to
thank all the pupils as well as Mr Brady,
Mr Ord, Mrs Green, Mr Jardine, Mrs Le
Brocq, Ms Care and Mrs Bullen for their
help and support. Mrs Bullen deserves
an extra special thank you as she
retired at the end of the year. She has
dedicated many years and wonderful
talents to Lincoln over her time at Friars
and she will be sorely missed so we
wish her the best.

Sadly, that is where the year ended
and our boys did not get a chance to
showcase their talents as the pandemic
scuppered the rest of the academic
and sporting year. We also did not
get a chance to do our charity fun run
which was planned for May. We have
been supporting two charities this yearJigsaw and Keep Cumbria Buzzing and
I am thankful to everyone who helped
raise funds for these.

I was disappointed for all of our pupils
who did not get to take their exams
but especially the U6th who are very
special to me as they were my first
form when I arrived 6 years ago
(although I was in Stafford then…sorry
about that). Particular mention must
also go to my House Captains, Oliver
Ferdinand and Olivia Graham, who
have been wonderful and for whom I
was particularly sad we never got a final
farewell. I now pass the green baton on
to Miss Beattie and I know she has lots
of exciting plans for the future of Lincoln
House. Good luck Lincoln - I will miss
you!

Miss Hay
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STAFFORD
HOUSE

Wow! It has been a coronacoaster
ride of a year but in Stafford House,
we’ve peaked! The effort, teamwork
and House spirit has been absolutely
top-notch this year and was a joy to
experience.
The House Music Festival is always
a highlight of the year and we were
thrilled to win the House Shout with our
performances of ‘Flower of Scotland’
and ‘Rule the World’. In glee, our
Stafford Shark was thrown to the rafters
of the Chapel!
There were excellent individual and
group performances and several
notable Stafford winners of classes.
Our Stafford Girls’ rendition of ‘The
Winner Takes It All’ was beautiful and
rehearsing together for this was a true
bonding experience. 8S, 11S and 13S
all performed tutor group songs too.
Well done!

In January, the majority of Stafford
House took part in our House Social
at Energi Trampoline Park and it was
a great chance for us to spend time
together in a fun environment.
In sport we have achieved great things
this year. Firstly, the girls came 1st in
the Junior Hockey competition and
the Intermediates gained 2nd place.
Stafford also attained 2nd place in all
the Netball tournaments. The boys won
both the Senior and Intermediate Hockey
competitions. Another true highlight of
our year was winning, for the first time in
living memory, the ‘Most Finishers’ trophy
(94% participation) in the Inter-House
Cross Country competition. We were
overall joint winners, with our Senior and
Intermediate boys winning their sections.
As this year’s charity focus, we chose to
support the World Wildlife Fund and in
particular their work with forests following
tragic fires in Brazil and Australia. We
also fundraised to adopt a shark! In Lent
we planned to fundraise for the Carlisle
Youth Zone. 7S and 13S raised money
with a cake sale. 13S organised a raffle
and 8S held a Christmas Film Night. I
don’t think anyone could believe just how
funny I found Elf or how I’d never seen it
before! I hope that we can complete our
work for these charities before choosing
a new focus.

To conclude, the talents and efforts
of our special Stafford community
have been at the fore this year and
I thank every pupil for the part that
he or she has played. This might be
in a team, choir, or cast or perhaps
more importantly in the way they
have cared for a friend. I would like
to thank Francisca Boyling and Euan
Forlow for the energy they have put
into their House Captain roles. They
really brought everyone on board
and our successes are clear. We’ve
been proud of the roles Marcus Tiffen
(School Captain), Charlotte McGauchie
and Harvey Roberts (Deputy House
Captains) and Alice Ullyart (Rotary
Interact) have played. The commitment
and sense of humour of the Stafford
tutor team are exemplary and we are all
grateful for their contributions to the life
of our House.
Here’s to the future! Go Stafford!

Mrs Boyling
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The U9 boys’ first outing of the
year was the Mowden Hall Rugby
Festival and it was also the first
contact fixture for many of the team
who performed exceptionally well
throughout– winning all 6 of their
matches!
They won their first match against hosts
Mowden Hall, 5-4, in a game where both
sides ran and handled the ball well but
the tackling wasn’t quite up to the same
standard. The next game however, against
Yarm, saw our defence improve greatly
with many of the boys putting in strong
tackles to win, 4-1. The 3rd game was a
tough fixture against Newcastle School
for Boys which we narrowly won, 4-3, and
followed this up with a strong 5-2 victory
over Newcastle Prep School before a
much-welcomed refreshment break.
Following the interval, we resumed a little
sluggish against Dame Allan’s School
but were still able to claim victory, 3-2.
The boys were really keen then to finish
the festival with a full raft of victories and
they didn’t disappoint, turning in their best
performance of the afternoon for their
final game to comprehensively beat Kings
Priory School, 5-0.
Our U11 team played some excellent,
competitive Rugby at the U11 Sedbergh
Rugby Festival where they dominated
their first two games against Rossall
and Sedbergh with neither opposition
able to score against us, whilst we were
able to run in several unanswered tries
against both teams.
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The J3 boys played our 3rd game
against Hunter Hall and it was an
extremely physical match but our boys
maintained their discipline and high
standards to edge the game. They
finished the afternoon against Highfield
Priory where once again our strength
in the tackle and quick handling proved
too much for our opponents – it was an
excellent afternoon.
We knew there would also be tough
fixtures at the U11 triangular fixture
against Durham Choristers and Durham
Bow School but the mixed J3 & J4
team performed exceptionally well. We
were trailing early against Choristers
but gradually grew into the game and
were able to tie the match, 5-5, with a
last-minute try. The game against Bow
was a tough encounter as the power
of our opponents saw them score 4
unanswered tries. Our boys, however,
never let their heads drop and battled
right to the end finishing the game by
putting a great deal of pressure on the
Bow line.

In the 7s season, we travelled to
Durham Choristers School for the
Stephenson’s 7s Festival with 15 other
schools. Comprehensively beating
Durham, 5-0, in our first game, the
second game finished as a tie against
Red House School. We then lost a very
tough game against St. Olaves School,
1-3, before narrowly beating Newcastle
Prep School, 3-2, to finish 2nd in our
group and progressing to play Durham
Bow and Kings School who also
finished 2nd in their groups. Both of
these games were really exciting close
encounters and both ended in a draw.
At the final presentation our captain,
Rory Irving, was voted one of the
5 players of the festival and was
presented with a match ball.
We also entered the Giggleswick
Christmas 7s where we won every
game against strong opposition from
Giggleswick, Lady Lane School, Hunter
Hall, Westville House School and
Rossall School.
This was the first time Austin Friars
have entered this festival and for the
boys to come away with 5 wins from 5
matches is great testament to the effort
the boys put in to the day and also to
their levels of practice.
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FOOTBALL

The U9 Football team, sporting their
new football kit, played at the Cumbria
Schools Football Competition held at
The Sands Centre with 20 primary
schools split into groups. Our first game
was against Newlaithes School and
even though it was very even, we were
just beaten, 0-1. Next up was Stanwix
School who we managed to beat, in
another tight game, 2-1. Our final game
against Warwick Bridge saw the boys
produce an excellent display to win
comfortably, 5-0, to put us through to
the quarter finals where we met Scotby
School. With confidence high we took
an early lead, and it looked like we would
hold on for victory, but it was not to be
as our opponents scored 2 goals in fairly
quick succession to take the game 1-2.

CROSS COUNTRY

On a very wet and windy day, runners
from Transition, Preparatory and
Junior 1 did outstandingly well in what
were very difficult conditions at the
Mowden Hall Cross County event. The
vast majority of our runners finished
comfortably in the top half of their races
and 3 of the pupils managed to get a
top 3 finish and collect a medal. In the
Year 1 race, Isaac Stockdale finished
2nd and was closely followed by Lucas
Tod in 3rd place. Our other medallist
on the day was James Jenkins who
produced an excellent run to finish 2nd
in the Year 3 race.

with a heavy muddy course to contend
with, however our runners performed
exceptionally well. In the Under 11 Girls’
competition Bella Tiffin-Lowe was the
first Friars girl home in 27th place; Rose
Hope Johnstone was our next girl in
37th position, with the other 3 girls not
far behind - Annie Harrison finishing
52nd, Laura Shannon (54th) and Hattie
Spedding (57th) to finish 11th as a
team. The Under 11 Boys’ team had an
equally tough event. Oliver Sewell ran a
strong race to finish 14th and the other
boys all put in extremely determined
efforts with Jake Irving our next finisher
in 36th place, followed by Tom Vivers
(41st), Oliver Gould (44th) and Rory
Irving (53rd) to finish 8th as a team

NETBALL

The U11 Netball team played Hunter
Hall and won the match, 10-1. There
was some great shooting from Annie
M and Laura S. Rose HJ and India
M were very strong linking the play
between the attack and defence at
Centre. Hattie S, Annie H, Kezia
N, Lauren S and Megan M made
numerous interceptions and tips to
stop the ball getting into Hunter Hall’s
shooting circle. Mid-court, Charlotte
H, Bella T-L (in her first ever Netball
match!) and Rosie G worked hard in
both attack and defence. Player of the
Match went to Hattie S and coach’s
player went to Charlotte H and India
M for their excellent footwork and
movement around the court. The U9
and U11 Netball teams also played
Mowden Hall. The U11s’ match was
very close when Mowden started
strongly and after the first quarter were
up, 3-0. However, the Friars team
started to link the passes better and
Hattie and Annie H made some good
interceptions to stop the ball getting
into the attacking end. India (Player of
the Match) and Rose worked tirelessly
linking the ball between attack and
defence. In the final quarter, Laura
got 3 goals in quick succession but we
just lost, 3-5. In the U9s, Isla was at
Centre and worked well with Maisie and
Emilia to work the ball through the midcourt. Isabella was voted Player of the
Match for her numerous interceptions.
Although Friars lost, 1-6, the game was
much closer than the score suggests.

At the Carlisle Schools’ Cross County
at Sheepmount, Isabella Stockdale led
the U9 girls team home in a fantastic
3rd place, and James Jenkins led the
U9 boys team home is 6th place – both
gaining selection to represent Carlisle in
the Cumbria Schools event.
Ten U11 pupils competed for the first
time in the annual Catteral Hall CrossCountry event held at Giggleswick
School where the racing was fierce.
Conditions were extremely challenging
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The year kicked off with a comfortable
victory against our traditional local rival,
QEGS, in the first round of the National
Vase competition. It was the first run out
for a number of the boys and they more
than met the challenge. The leadership
of captain Euan Forlow and vice-captain
Oliver Brooks, both by word and action,
was outstanding and ran throughout the
season. They were ably supported by
the U6th many of whom were playing
their 3rd season of 1st XV Rugby.
A superb start against Newcastle
School for Boys indicated that an upset
could be on the cards and although our
visitors eventually secured the victory
they deserved, it was pleasing to see
how, under their first real test, our
players rose to the occasion.
Probably through a lack of belief, the
team could not quite secure the victory
in their next fixture against Dame
Allan’s that their efforts deserved, but
the experience served to galvanise the
team.
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Sometimes, playing the same teams
year on year means that games are
won, and lost, before a pass has been
made due to pre-conceived ideas,
and so it was refreshing to travel to
new opponents at Loretto School in
Edinburgh. It was a long way to go, but
the welcome we received from our hosts
more than made up for it, and we are
looking forward to a long association
with them. It helped that we played our
best Rugby of the season and started
incredibly quickly going 3 scores up
after 25 minutes. Oliver Ferdinand
scored the pick of the bunch with a
move that had been introduced only
that week at training, which pleased
the coaches no end. The Loretto game
was also notable for Karsten Dever’s
best game of the season, where he
proceeded to get under the skin of
his opponents, and then be incredibly
polite to them which led to a little bit of a
disagreement between the 2 teams.
Next up, the team faced another
unknown quantity of Gateshead
College in the next round of the cup.
A fine display of running Rugby led to
a comprehensive victory. At Penrith
RUFC, however, the 1st XV never really
got going and a scrappy affair resulted
in a loss where the courage of the boys
could not be questioned but, perhaps,
the decision-making under pressure
could have been improved. Marcus
Tiffen lead the fight up front where he
once again refused to take a backward
step.

The knockout stage of the National
Vase was up next and facing NSB again
after our previous defeat was always
going to be a struggle. NSB went on
to reach the final of this competition
and fielded their finest ever squad this
year, so the Friars boys could hold their
heads up high in a match where they
gave everything for the cause.
A triangular at the Rugby powerhouse
of Durham School beckoned where
the team would defeat Yarm with a
confident display of possession-based
rugby. Against the hosts, Friars were
within 1 converted try of victory and
were pressing hard when the clock beat
them. Paul Harrison showed his class
and the quality of his service to give the
rest of the backs time and space.
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At the overnight stay before Silcoates
Tournament, we ate our bodyweight
in food at TGI Fridays, and celebrated
Kiamid’s birthday. The weather was
horrendous the next day for the games
but avenging the defeat to Dame
Allan’s made the team momentarily
forget how cold and wet they were.
If Thomas Davies could control the
weather these are the conditions he
would wish to play Rugby in. On dry
days he is very difficult to play against,
when it is wet he is almost impossible
to deal with. Travelling all that way to
Wakefield to play NSB for the 3rd time
was a treat, but the horrible conditions
were a leveller and Friars only narrowly
succumbed, losing the final of the
competition. Our camera crew of Lewis
Ransley and Harrison Carruthers filmed
all the golden moments through a haze
of rain and fogged up lenses.
After a somewhat forgettable game
against Sedbergh, the team played
RGS U17s in the final home game for
the outgoing U6th. In a very tight affair
it was fitting that Friars pipped their
visitors at the post where Jonathan
Park, who had played most positions
this season, showed typical tenacity to
help drive the team to victory.
To round the year off we felt that playing
NSB only 3 times in one season was
not enough, so the team travelled to
the home of Newcastle Falcons to play
NSB a fourth time. On the artificial
surface both teams threw everything
at each other in a fast-paced game for
the honour of lifting aloft the Hadrian’s
Cup. NSB deservedly ran out winners,
but it was a hard-fought victory and
demonstrated a ringing endorsement of
the fortitude of the Friars boys.

Old Swinford Hospital School. In a
controlled display of superb attacking
7s, the boys took the victory and
therefore topped their group. An
unheard-of feat in the annuls of Friars.
The team then travelled to Birkenhead
Park Rugby Club to compete in the last
8 of the Cup Competition alongside the
biggest Rugby schools in the North.
The boys had emptied their tanks
getting to this stage and were carrying
a couple of knocks. Oliver Walton, who
had been the outstanding player of the
tournament, could not take the field for
the game against RGS Newcastle, and
despite a gallant effort, RGS took the
win. But this was an amazing effort from
the whole squad and the boys could not
have given any more for the cause.
A school the size of ours cannot
measure success on the number of
wins alone, just being able to compete
with much larger schools is truly
impressive and the boys continue to
amaze the coaching staff with their
heart and courage. By these measures,
there are very few schools who can
compete with Friars.
The U15s enjoyed some close
encounters this season and, although
we were on the wrong side of the result
in many cases, there was a good deal
of satisfaction experienced by coaches
and players throughout the year.
The 15-20 defeat against Sedbergh
was very exciting and it was only the
opposition’s superior fitness that was
the difference between the two teams.
A similar tale can be told in our match
against Kirkham, which ended up 3422. In the forwards, Jacob Harris and
Josh Blain fiercely defended our line
bravely and made life very difficult for
the opposition with their hard-hitting
tackling. Joe Woolaghan and Joe
Graham improved with every game
and carried the ball effectively in attack.
Behind the pack, Jonathan Davies
played with intelligence and was most

often the architect of our best attacking
moves, either through a well-timed pass
or a kick into space. Josh Hope used
his strength and pace to good effect
and along with the elusive Alexander
Brooks, made a very effective centre
partnership. We enjoyed a decent run in
the NatWest Bowl competition, beating
Bede (twice) and High Tunstall in the
area quarter-final, unfortunately the
semi-final had to be abandoned due to
the weather.
There is a lot of Rugby potential in the
U13 team and when they start growing
and are able to win more ball, will win
more games. Nevertheless, they are
able to conjure up some excellent tries,
thanks mainly to the superb running
skills of Kyle Windle and the powerful
bursts of Oliver Spedding who scored
the bulk of our tries. All boys are
extremely committed especially when it
comes to tackling and always give their
best right up to the final whistle. In the
forwards, Ruaridh McGauchie, Lewis
Gladwin and Jack Baikie epitomised the
‘Friars’ spirit and their effective contact
skills created turnovers, as well as
securing our own ball for the backs to
use. Dylan Simpson, Matthew Collier
and Sam Routledge used their guile
and footballing skills to create space
and opportunities for others to take
advantage of and Alexander Parry and
Ranulph Turton took full advantage of
these moments whenever they were
presented. Highlight of the season was
our 45-15 win against Kirkham. It wasn’t
just the result that was satisfying, but
the way we played together as a team,
using width and pace in our attacks.
The future is bright for this team.

The undoubted highlight of the 7s
season was the trip to the prestigious
North of England 7s where Friars
proceeded to produce some top-notch
7s to beat Birkdale School and draw
with RGS Worcester which took the
team to a ‘winner takes all’ tie against
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Despite a disrupted academic year, we
have had the most successful Hockey
season in Friars’ history which saw
96.3% of girls represent the School
from U12 to 1st XI with 53.4% at NorthWest level or higher. The standard
of Hockey at Friars really flourished
this year with four age groups gaining
County Schools representation at NorthWest level (a record for us), all seven
age groups making the North/South
County plays-offs and five age groups
finishing runners-up in the County.
The U18s also won their T4 County
Championships. This year saw our
youngest ever player start in the 1st XI
and some J4 pupils experiencing U12
competitive fixtures on a Saturday for
the first time too.

The Seniors started their season in
Rugby at their prestigious invitational
pre-season tournament. Friars took their
largest squad to date and it was a great
opportunity to try new combinations
of players. Our games included a win
over Norwich, 2-1, a draw with Barnard
Castle and narrow losses to Rugby
1st XI, Bedford Girls, Cheltenham
Ladies, St Peter’s and Bloxham. The
tournament was a real learning curve
for some players but everyone took a lot
of positives away from the play.
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Starting the season with our toughest
matches at Rugby catapulted the 1st
XI to their best season in history. After
winning the County T4 competition they
then went on to represent Cumbria in
the North-West Championships, which
they also won. This meant that they
gained North-West representation to
play for a place in the National Finals.
We missed out on National Finals by
only one goal, having played some of
their best hockey to date which elicited
the Durham PC coach to comment that
the girls, “are the definition of a team”
and “they play unbelievably well as a
whole unit”.
Our annual clash against local rivals
Sedbergh didn’t disappoint, with Ani
Stone controlling the mid-field and
Abigail Irving managing to steal a goal.
The game concluded 1-2 which was a
great result for us against the T1 side
who just seemed to edge us in fitness.
This experience definitely sparked
resilience and determination in the
team and they then went on to beat
Giggleswick (for the first time in Frairs’
history), 5-2, with a hat-trick of top
corner goals from Beri Brown. This
match was also a turning point in
our defensive play, with Ani Stone,
Anastasia Palmer, Molly Skeer and
Charlotte McGauchie able to deal
comfortably with a number of pacey
counter attacks from their forwards,
meaning Abbey Steel and Beri Brown
were able to take full advantage of the
wide areas of the pitch.

This season we were thrilled to add
Kirkham to our fixture programme for the
Seniors. Brimming with confidence the 1st
XI played some fantastic Hockey against
the T1 opposition. U6th players Holly
Milbourn and Isabel Wood played out
of their skin in mid-field to support both
attacking and defensive play. The game
concluded 1-1 (goal from Abigail Irving).
Making history, the 1st XI narrowly
missed out on the final 6 of the U19
ISC Plate competition after an end-toend clash against Stonyhurst with 2
goals scored by each team in the first
3 minutes! The final result was 5-6 and
Stonyhurst progressed to the final 6.
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This was a huge improvement on our
first game of the season against them,
which ended 2-6, and all players left
everything on the pitch that Saturday.
Our season concluded with another
history-making result at Glasgow 7s.
Not only are this team the only Friars
team to break out of the group section,
they won the semi-final and narrowly
missed out on winning the plate against
Hutchinsons 1st.

The 2nd XI enjoyed a very competitive
fixture programme with more fixtures
than previous seasons, enjoying wins
over QEGS, Newcastle High School for
Girls and a very competitive draw with
Kirkham. They also narrowly lost by 1
goal to Giggleswick, Sedbergh 3rds and
Barnard Castle.

The U16s managed to progress to
North-West level outdoors and narrowly
missed out on a National Final North
place at the Indoor tournament this year
held at Rossall School.
Highlights for the U15s included a 1-1
draw with Rossall School. The U14s
enjoyed wins over Barnard Castle and
Giggleswick.
Our junior teams continued to show
progress at mini level with the U13s
enjoying a 6-0 win over local rivals
QEGS and the U12s beating Rossall
and Giggleswick.

GYMNASTICS

Despite an interrupted season, more
girls than ever competed at Senior
School and Key Steps level and the
Senior gymnasts still managed to
take part in the Secondary Novice
Competition and the Northern Schools
Floor and Vault Team Competition.
The U14s finished 6th in the North of
England Floor and Vault Competition,
our highest scoring gymnasts were
Lorelei Beckett, with 27.66, and
Charlotte Fulton, with 26.73. The rest
of the team were actually only U12 so
the future is promising for Friars in this
competition.

Our Senior gymnasts also took part in
the County Novice competition, and for
the first time we had 3 teams take part,
which is fantastic.
The U14A team which was made up of
Lorelei, Charlotte, Imogen, Heidi and
Aimee took Team Bronze with Lorelei
placing individual 3rd. The U14B team
finished 6th and Rose Hope Johnstone
was the highest scoring in that team.
For the first time we had an U19 team
who claimed Team Silver. The team were
Islay, Emma, Freya, Vicki and Myseha.
Emma Wilson also managed to claim
individual Silver with the highest scoring
vault in the U19 age group.
Our Key Steps gymnasts trained hard on
a Tuesday morning learning new core
skills and sequences of movement. We
had girls take part from Kindergarten
to J4 in the competition held at the
University of Cumbria and, as a school,
we finished 5th overall.

CROSS COUNTY

We have many strong Cross Country
runners and had some great results
this year. Amber McIntosh and George
Tiffin-Lowe won the Year 7 City Cross
Country Championships; Melissa
McIntosh was 2nd in the Inter Girls
race as was James Dickson in the Inter
Boys; Kai Hatcher placed 2nd in the
Junior Boys race. These athletes, along
with Olivia Graham and Ella Parry,
were selected to represent Cumbria
at the Inter–Counties where Ella and
Olivia were part of the winning team,
and strong performances from Amber
and George meant that they were all
selected to represent Cumbria at the
National Finals. Olivia and Ella went on
to put in very strong performances but
unfortunately for Amber and George,
their event was cancelled.

SHOWJUMPING

This year we entered 2 teams into the
75cm class. Highlights were Sarah
Hastings achieving 2 clear rounds and
Myesha Pearson and Lara Pallister
producing the 6th and 7th fastest
rounds of the day respectively.

NETBALL

We started the season off well with
both our U14 and U16 Netball teams
finishing 2nd in the City tournaments
which qualified them for the County
Finals. The U16s played very well at the
finals to finish 8th in Cumbria and the
U14s finished 10th. In the U19 North
Netball Tournament the team came 4th.
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SUMMER TERM

Virtual Concert and
Drama of the Day

SUMMER
TERM
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As the Summer term started at home, we
reached out to our School Community
with a call to action; we asked our pupils
to share their musical talents with us for
a special virtual concert which would be
premiered on our YouTube Channel for
us all to watch together at home. Over 50
pupils donned their uniform at home, and
recorded themselves performing in true
Friars spirit. The resulting concert has
been viewed over 1,000 times and it is a
real testament to the sense of community
the pupils felt even when they were
physically distant. We later teamed up
with other European Augustinian Schools
to include some of these performances
in an Augustinian Eurovision-style
concert and it was great to have those
international links strengthened in the
most unusual of times. We also ran a
Drama of the Day series, where some
of our more theatrically-inclined pupils
sent in dramatic monologue readings,
or poetic recitals, and one was shared
daily with the School community on the
App, YouTube Channel and Social Media
platforms. It was great to see so many
take part and continue to have an outlet
to stretch their thespian wings.

Bugs and Origami

Minibeasts Hunt

Transition made the most of the sunny
weather with a summer nature hunt in
the school grounds. The pupils were
practising their tallying skills but saw so
many bees, butterflies, wild flowers and
ladybirds that it was hard to keep count!
As the Olympics should have been
taking place in Japan this summer,
Transition had also been learning about
the country and gave Origami a try. It
was quite tricky but great fun!

Pre-School and Kindergarten pupils
utilised our outdoor space for good
purpose by going on a minibeast bug
hunt around school in the Summer term.
They were able to find all the bugs on
their tick-sheet in the school grounds
apart from a caterpillar – but thankfully
Miss Simpson has a pot of them, so it
was a full house!

SUMMER TERM

GCSE and
A’ L evel Resu lts

After a tumultuous few days following the initial
publication of A’ Level results, Ofqual confirmed that A’
Level and GCSE results this year would be based upon
centre assessment grades submitted by the School in
May. Suffice it to say; we were relieved that our pupils
would therefore be in receipt of well-deserved results
which reflect a fair, reasonable and carefully considered
judgement of the most likely grades they would have
achieved if they had been given the opportunity to sit their
exams in the summer and had completed any non-exam
assessment. For A’ Level results, outgoing Head Girl,
Megan Le Brocq, and Head Boy, Marcus Tiffen, gained
places at their first-choice universities of Edinburgh and
Newcastle after achieving A*A*A* and A*AA respectively.
Other top performing students included Marcus Grogan
(A*A*A*), who will be reading Law at Warwick; Amy
Bray (A*A*A*), who is off to Exeter for Marine Biology;
Charlotte McGauchie (A*A*A) taking up a place at
Glasgow to study Economics; and Lucy McCulloch
who will be reading Modern and Medieval Languages
at Cambridge after securing A*AA. Louis Grogan was
awarded A*A*A and Karsten Dever achieved A*A*AA. At
GCSE level, 53% of grades achieved were at level 7 or
above. Top performing students were Mungo Mann, who
picked up a full suite of twelve GCSEs at Grade 9; Oona
Roberts, who was awarded eight Grade 9, three Grade 8
and one Grade 7; and Sharvi Rana who also picked up
eight Grade 9 and three Grade 8 GCSEs.

1st Form Science
at Home
For their virtual Chemistry lessons,
pupils in 1st Form made pH scales
at home using household items.
Researching the item’s pHs online,
they arranged them from most
acidic to most alkaline, with neutral
in the middle. Following this,
they then looked at homemade
indicators. Mrs Fielder gave a
demonstration of how to make
indicators from red cabbage and
beetroot, and looked at the colour
changes for various foods and
kitchen chemicals. With parental
permission, some pupils then
tried it for themselves with some
impressive results!

ALTERNATIVE
ROUNDERS
Miss Mitchell invented a socially distanced
version of Rounders for Junior 4 to play to burn
some energy and enjoy competitive sport again
when they came back to School in the Summer
term. Each pupil had their own bat and own
ball which only they could touch. The bowler
both bowled and fielded the ball whilst the other
members of the field team had to run to an
external point and back (to make a clear run
way for the batsman) before the batsman made
a full rounder or the bowler got back with the
ball. It was a storming success.
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BACKYARD PHOTO
EXHIBITION
When you stay still for longer amounts of time, you
notice things perhaps you wouldn’t have otherwise. We
asked all our pupils to capture some of these moments
in a photography challenge. The Backyard Photo
challenge was simply to start looking at things in a new
light, in our gardens and out on our ‘once-daily’ exercise,
and we were blown away with some of the great shots
that our pupils managed to take and send in – showing
that interest and beauty doesn’t have to be found in far
off, exotic locations – it starts on your doorstep! We
have created a display in school for some of the entries
but as we had over 200, unfortunately we’ve been unable
to include them all!
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SUMMER TERM

SEESAW
CONTENT
In the Summer term, as we transitioned to learning from
home, our Junior School pupils showed great tenacity,
creativity, enthusiasm and inventiveness in the sheer
number and the quality of posts which were uploaded to
their SeeSaw blogs. Thousands and thousands of posts
demonstrated the many hours of work that everyone
committed to, and they were a great way to keep up-todate with what their class mates were doing too. We were
astonished with how well our pupils quickly adapted
to the new way that work was set and received, and
were extremely grateful to our parent body for the help,
support and patience that accompanied this. Here is just
a small selection of their work over this period.
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PUPIL RESPONSE
TO LOCKDOWN
For many of our pupils, the extra time spent at home over
the Summer term inspired a lot of creative responses to
the way they were being affected by the ongoing situation.
We asked our community to share some of their creative
writing/poetry and artistic creations and we are happy to
include some examples of their ability to create order and
art out of unsettled environments.
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Eternal Lo ve
The sky looked hazy and blurry.
Moonlight shone upon the glistening
lake,
as the girl in her cabin staying up latewatched the moon drown into the
water.
And she swallows her heart
for the love she could not
yearn to shatter.

Pages of Life
I feel
the wind brushing my feet,
as the sun descends down;
down into a pool of mudthe same mud where I watched them
drown.
An orange hue engulfs the sky,
I see their pagespages of life;
gently burning down
and disappearing into the evening
sky.

The Fractured Sky
One can tryhiding the fractured sky
through the leaves of a tree;
not revealing its true beauty.
Slowly, the green drifts awayunfolding the true nature;
unveiling the world,
as broken and bitter.
-Sharvi Rana, 11L

The ashes of their past
cloud my senses;
cloud them until I see no morethe green in the trees,
the calm before the storm.

BALANCING ON ONE LEG/
TUSK IS NEVER EASY!
The polar bears and the walruses
never got on. King polar bear and
King walrus squabbled all the time
about who should be on the ice,
nearest the water.
Soon it got so hot that lots of ice fell into
the sea, and all that was left was three
small islands. One with polar bears on,
one with walruses on, and there was
one island with no-one on it. The polar
bears and the walruses wanted this
island, so the Kings decided to have to
have a competition to see who would
use the space best. There was four
judges, Oti the Arctic Fox, Cheryl the
Caribou, Matthew the Musk Ox, and
Toderick the Snow Leopard.

The judges gave marks for using
the least amount of space, the most
inventive idea and the least cracked ice.
The polar bears went first. The king had
all 100 polar bears balancing on one
foot in the “tree pose”. They all fell over
and they went down like dominoes. The
last one fell into the sea. “Bye bye polar
bear!” Toderick said.
Then it was the walruses turn. The
king had all 98 walruses doing a head
stand, balancing on their tusks. The
tusks broke through the ice and six
walruses went straight through. They
went shooting down like bullets to the
bottom of the sea, their tusks got stuck
in the sand perfectly straight, with their
tail in an exact line. Cheryl said “I can’t
believe they’ve just done that!”
The polar bears used more space as
they were wider but had less cracked
ice. The walruses used less space but
had more cracked ice. But, they both
had inventive ideas. So Oti said “one
more time” as Oti always says. Matthew
said “I agree with Oti, you all need to
perform one more time.”

The polar bears to get themselves
noticed, decided to dye their fur bright
colours and some bears put letters on
their tummy. The polar bears stood ten
high and ten wide (well nine on the top
as the other one was still swimming
in the sea) standing on each others
shoulders. They spelled out “We are the
best! Vote for us – text BEAR to 938501”.
A walrus stamped his foot and wobbled
the bears, some of them fell off, so it now
read “Wear the best BEAR 350”
It was the walruses turn. They stuck
sequins on their tail in sparkly colours
and black sequins with letters on. They
balanced on their front half with their
tails in the air. It said “Vote for Walruses!
We are fab and arty – text WALRUS to
938502”. A polar bear decided to get
revenge and stamped his foot, some
walruses fell down and now it said “Vote
for Wuses! We fart – text WUS to 9852”
Alesha the Arctic Hare and Jordan
the Arctic Wolf came to announce the
winners. “And the winners are …... no
one …..... as all the ice has disappeared
due to climate change.”
- James Farrer, J3
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I can see you
mountains
looking so
sad,

STANDING HIGH
IN A MAN
BUILT WORLD

The world has come to a standstill I
am not glad,

Isolated, alone.

I know you are waiting for me to
come and explore,
I can’t come just yet I must implore.

As winter dies, summer arrives
Buds blossom, they go
Violet are her petals
A spinning gowns waltz

The sun is shining making you look
so enticing,
I’ve never found you so tantalising.
The view from my window looks like
it’s been superimposed,
How can you show so much repose
when the world around us is being
bulldozed.

Mass of a feather
Tangled lavender in a field
Like twins, identical,
Are these bunch of iris.

- Sophie Bonner, 7C

-Henry Webley, J3

THE CLOUD MEN
Do you ever wonder what makes the
weather? Your teacher may tell you
about evaporation and condensation but
they are wrong! I will tell you the truth,
but you must promise not to tell anyone
… no one … not a soul? That’s good
that means I can tell you…
High up in the sky on top of the clouds
there are little people called cloud men,
they make all the weather. They hit the
clouds together to make thunder and
they pour a watering can to make it rain.
To make lightening they send a bolt of
electricity down to earth. The hardest
thing for them to master is the art of
making snow, hail and sleet. To make
snow, they have to get a large lump of
cloud, and make it compact, then they
have to crumble it so it isn’t too big. Hail
is similar to snow because they have to
compact it, but the problem is that they
have to be compacted a lot to make it
into ice. Sleet is a bit more complicated
as you have to compact it like the other
two and crumble it like snow but you
also have to add a small amount of
water but not too much which makes
it more like rain but not too little which
makes it more like snow.

The cloud men are going about a
normal day, when a small child named
Ava notices that the clouds are getting
smaller. She tries to ignore it, but
eventually she decides that she has
to say something, so she goes to the
chief. She knocks on the big cloud door
and a gruff voice says “come in,” so
she steps inside, “what is the matter?”
says the chief. “Um… I have noticed
that the clouds appear to be shrinking
at an alarming rate” says Ava nervously.
“Yeah, so the clouds are just shrinking”
scoffed the chief. “No, really they are”
says Ava “come and see”. Ava went
outside to show the chief “gosh!” said
the chief “they really are”.

The team of scientists decide that they
are going to go up above the clouds
to investigate the problem. When they
finally get to the clouds it seems that
there is nothing there just a blanket of
white, but as they venture further they
come across the cloud men. The chief
scientist walks up to the cloud men and
says “why have you been making our
clouds smaller?” “It is not us that are
making the clouds smaller it is you with
all your burning fossil fuels and all the
other things you do.” The chief of the
cloud men retorted, “You are destroying
your own planet.”
- Louisa Farrer, 1st Form

Down on Earth the people have noticed
it too. All of the world leaders gather
together to discuss the situation. They
come to a conclusion that somebody
must be responsible for this mess. So
they gather a team of the best scientists
to solve the problem.
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A REAL SENSE OF HOPE
IN A VIRTUAL WORLD
When the world was temporarily
stupefied by the COVID-19
pandemic, the school in Etterby
Scaur continued to impart the gift of
education to its students. Each day,
the news headlines would further
confirm that the sci-fi theory of ‘the
end of the world’ was starting to
become a reality.
Despite this predicament, every student
of Austin Friars was in class by the 9 o
‘clock bell. However, there was a slight
twist. Parents no longer screamed,
“Get ready!” or “We’re going to be
late!”. There was no early morning bus
to catch. School was now inside a
computer.

You could no longer be reprimanded for
chatting to your neighbour or doodling
in your book, although we continued to
be angelic children. This school was a
blank white screen, and only the voice
of the phantom teacher could be heard.
While the sirens blared and COVID- the
silent killer- lingered in our homes, new
heroes emerged from the computer
screen- the teachers of Austin Friars.
Not only did they work tirelessly to fulfil
every child’s right to education, they
also made a commendable effort to
boost morale. One morning would start
with a song, another with a pun or witty
line. Although they were not driving
us into hysterics, it still induced an
empathetic smile. The school day was
more or less similar, with the addition of
picking your own menu for lunch. Most
would see this as an opportunity to kick
back and relax, but for the students
of Austin Friars, every day was ‘carpe
diem’. Virtual concerts, art exhibitions
and theatrical displays organised by
the school provided the children with
an exciting quarantine and helped them
enhance their hidden talents.

However, it wasn’t all sunshine for this
modern schooling system. The act of
aimlessly staring at a computer screen
began to tire the eyes, our concentration
spans becoming shorter and shorter.
When our eyelids became heavier than
boulders, when the monotonous voice
droned in our ears, the teachers could
sense boredom infecting our minds. A
quick remedy of an educational game
or quiz maintained our enticement to
schoolwork. Homework was reduced,
yet lessons were more effective and
prolific. The usually fear-mongering
summer exams were tackled in the
safety of our own homes, the overall
results reflecting the outstanding efforts
made by the staff of Austin Friars. We
were enlightened about mind-bending
mathematical theories, past conflicts
and wars, knowing that this ongoing
battle would soon be seen in a history
book. Knowledge was no longer
confined to the syllabus, but we were
provided with information that made
every word in our textbooks meaningful
and momentous.
In a few months, we had begun to see
a new ‘normal’. Yes, our friends were
not within arm’s reach, our PE lessons
were no longer Hockey or Rugby. Yet,
we were not lacking in knowledge and
the virtual Austin Friars reassured us
that the storm will soon pass. Fear,
along with COVID, was beginning to
contaminate the world, but our young
hearts were virtually immune to it. This
was a pandemic, but not even the end
of the world can break the invincible
bonds of our school community.
- Lahari Nagodavithana, 10L
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JUN IOR 4
P RIZE GIV ING

JUNIOR 4 PRIZE GIVING

Junior 4’s efforts this year were
rewarded with a socially-distanced Prize
Giving Service in the Chapel on the last
day of term. It was an intimate event,
without parents or the rest of the Junior
School this year, but that didn’t stop
the pupils getting to celebrate and look
back on their time in the Junior School
together. There were prizes awarded,
musical performances and speeches
from the Heads of School and Deputies.
Unable to join us for the event in
person, it was recorded and shared with
our pupils’ parents to watch again from
the comfort of their own living room.
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At our annual Senior School Speech
Day which takes place each year in
May, it is tradition for our School
Captains to make a speech about
their time at Friars as they begin
their final term at the School.
Unfortunately, this year, we were
unable to hold Speech Day but
after so many years at the School,
and after performing their roles of
responsibility so diligently over
the year, we wanted to give Megan
and Marcus the audience that they
should have had and print below
their intended speech which would
have been read on the day.
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Ladies and gentlemen, parents and
pupils, trustees, honoured guests
and teachers, we welcome you to our
last ever and most unconventional
Speech Day. We thank you all for
coming to recognise and celebrate the
achievements of this school year, and
we hope to give you an idea of what
‘Austin Friars’ has meant for us.

SCHOOL
-20
CAPTAINS 2019

2013 saw the arrival of a fresh bunch of
1st Formers including Megan and me. It
would seem that Megan was a bit more
anxious about taking the big step into
secondary education, as she decided to
bring along her mother who also joined
the School at the start of the year as an
addition to the Art Department. I was
lucky to join ‘Team Boyling’ along with
fifteen other pupils with Mrs Evans as
our form tutor and Megan was fortunate
enough to join ‘Team Routledge’, as
it was, with Mr Finn keeping up the
tradition of 1st Form Clare’s guiding light.

SENIOR SCHOOL SPEECH DAY

1st Form brought with it an array of
emotions and opportunities for many of
us. For me, the nerve-filled excitement
that Year 7 entails can be epitomized by
the mildly traumatic experience during
my first House Cross Country where
it’s safe to say I held nothing back…
Despite my ‘commitment’ I did not quite
clinch the top spot, but the support of
my House and the familial bonds which
our school is founded upon, meant
that a typically quite embarrassing
and reputation-destroying incident has
turned into an amusing anecdote that
people, to this day, continue to laugh
not at but instead with me about…at
least I think they are laughing with me…
This is one experience that exemplifies
the values that we live by at Friars.
As we are sure you are aware the
School values are a quintessential part
of the Friars’ education. Unitas, Veritas
and Caritas (meaning Unity, Truth and
Love) perfectly capture our school’s
ethos and have been integral in creating
a caring and inspiring environment.
No one demonstrates these values
quite as well as Reverend Ian who
never seems too busy for a quick chat
when things are getting too much. As
well as providing emotional support,
Reverend Ian’s Caritas can sometimes
be embodied in nutritional forms such
as a blackcurrant lollipop or a drumstick
‘squashie’ left in the VI Form common
room where we see them all disappear
by the third period.

House spirit pervades our three core
values with the driving force behind this
being the six House Captains.
Stafford, led by Fran and Euan,
organised a House social at ‘Energi’
at which the whole House was able to
create closer bonds between each other,
and consequently forge a stronger sense
of Unitas within the House.
Clare, led by Jonathan and Maisie,
managed to persuade the vast majority
of the House to cycle and row the many
equivalent miles from Carlisle to the
Monastery of San Gimignano in order
to raise funds for the mending of the
monastery. Although this was a great
achievement, it could not have been
accomplished without the caritative
gestures shown by Mrs Fielder’s mother
and other House members by baking
cakes for the halfway point.
Lincoln, led by Oliver and Olivia, saw their
House take two out of the three trophies
at the House Music Festival, one of the
trophies being for the most participants
at the festival. Each of the students in
Lincoln House demonstrated Veritas
through being honest to themselves and
their form groups by competing in the
festival no matter their ability.

All House Captains have done an
excellent job this year and on behalf
of the three houses, we thank you
immensely for your diligent work.
We would also like to take this
opportunity to thank our Deputies for the
help they have given us this academic
year. Harvey, Amy and Charlotte have
done a terrific job in ensuring that
people are doing their duties at break
and lunch time and keeping it relatively
peaceful in the common room. It is fair
to say that they have all gone above
and beyond the role of a Deputy Head,
even filling in for one of us on a Monday
morning assembly after one of us…was
feeling a bit under the weather.
During the summer of 2018 we were
given the opportunity to go to South
Africa to embark upon a Rugby and
Hockey tour. Not only was it an amazing
experience to be in South Africa playing
sport, but the preparation before the
tour was as rewarding as some of the
victories we had out there. As a group
we managed to fundraise money to
give to the ‘Geodgedacht Trust’ and
the Langa Township which seemed
to be not all that foreign a task, due
to the frequent charitable events held
at school. However, what made this
experience so much more special, was
the opportunity to see for ourselves the
difference that the money made.

CLASS
OF 2020
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Just as imperative for our pre-tour
preparation, were the strenuous
physical improvements that had to be
made in order for us to get the most out
of the sporting side of the tour. These
proved to be easier to carry out for
some rather than others, speaking from
the latter’s experience!
In South Africa we played four
fixtures against some tough South
African opposition. This unforgettable
experience was a crucial stepping stone
in the preparation for what would be two
very successful seasons for both the
Rugby team and the Hockey team. The
1st XV Rugby squad managed to get
to the last sixteen in the NatWest Vase
competition last year, and this year the
7s team won their group at the North
of England sevens and got to the last
eight before getting knocked out by a
very strong RGS Newcastle side. These
achievements are outstanding as they
are, however they are amplified by the
small size of the School that we are
which goes to show the strength of the
community between the squad.

The Hockey 1st XI reached the Tier4
U18 North Final where they were
unfortunate to miss out on going
further in the competition. This was an
excellent achievement for the girls and
both the 1st and 2nd team have had
a thoroughly enjoyable time playing
Hockey for the School. It is clear that
the future of Friars’ Hockey is in good
hands due to the number of talented
players in the younger years, not only
representing, but thriving in their new
environment as they have joined the
Senior teams.
Both the Rugby and Hockey teams
have created their own little bit of history
by their success in these prestigious
competitions. However, we cannot take
away the fact that the 1st XI Football
team have also created their own bit
of Friars’ history by having their first
ever home game with real goal posts
and signing their first female footballer,
Charlotte Mitton. Both additions have
dramatically lifted the sport, not
perhaps in overall wins but certainly in
social repute.
These historic instances are a credit to
all the staff that contribute to sports at
Austin Friars and on behalf of all the
U6th, we have created long-lasting
memories through our journey and we
cannot thank you enough for everything
you have done.
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One of the things that is so great about
Friars is that it encourages all facets
of school education. The school prides
itself on its many different outlets for
Music and Drama, which enable all
different types of people with a range of
abilities to explore alternative extracurricular activities. The whole school
productions, directed by Mr Judge,
portray this feeling of inclusivity and
also a great amount of amusement for
cast and audiences alike.
This year Marcus and I had the
privilege of being a part of the musical
production ‘Hairspray’, which was a
great opportunity for the students to
express their dramatic talents with some
of the teachers kindly pitching in. The
special thing about the musical was that
it was an occasion for both pupils and
teachers across all year groups to get
involved together and contribute to the
production as one unit.

SENIOR SCHOOL SPEECH DAY

We think that one staff member
possibly got slightly confused about
the student:teacher ratio for the lead
roles, as we saw Mr Laidlaw steal the
spotlight as Edna, quite literally. Also,
we cannot dismiss the quality of the
music that was played in the musical
by Mr Hattrell and his comrades which
applied the finishing touch to what was
a memorable last school performance
that we were involved in.
On a personal note, Music has played
a big role in my school journey through
both solo exploits and group ensembles
such as the choir and other orchestral
groups.
At Friars there is a feeling of whole
school support which is evident in the
Monday morning assemblies and in the
House Music Festival where we see
students express their musical talents
in front of the whole school. Huge
support is shown during the House
Music Festival where all students and
teachers excitedly go and watch the
entertainment.

Although the choir receive a lot of
praise from both outside and within
the school for their performances,
these high standards could not be
maintained without Mr Hattrell’s ‘treat
‘em mean, keep ‘em keen’ philosophy.
Whether that be the frequent heart-felt
similarities drawn between our rendition
of ‘Edelweiss’ and some rather unwell
camels, or the ecstasy brought about in
rehearsal upon hearing that our noise
was actually ‘adequate’.

At Friars there
is a feeling of whole
school support
The Music Department all work
tirelessly to allow talents to flourish
at Friars but this would be impossible
without the leadership and endless
dedication that Mr Hattrell bestows upon
the music at our school.

Although Mr Parry does not have
Reverend Ian’s confectionary stores,
he makes up for it with his sincere care
and dedication in getting the best out of
every VI Former. This has been seen
even more so during the unprecedented
times of Coronavirus. Although he has
not been able to guide us through the
UCAS process in person, with the help
of Mr Edmondson and the U6th Form
tutors, he has still been keen as ever
to stay in touch over the phone. So, on
behalf of all of VI Form, in particular the
Upper Sixth, we would just like to thank
you for the incredible work you have
done in laying the foundations for our
future endeavours after Friars.
Over the last seven years we have seen
many new additions to the school, one
of which includes the three flags that
are placed along the school drive. The
flags, alongside the inspirational quotes
around school, serve as a reminder
for all staff, pupils and visitors that
our school values are at the centre of
everything we do and encourage us
to implement such behaviour in our
daily lives.

On a similar note, Mr Parry has done a
magnificent job in guiding all of the VI
Form through the process of University
applications and keeping us under
some sort of control in the common
room.
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As well as the addition of some new
flags, we were also pleased to welcome
new members to the Friars’ community.
Mr Strawbridge has taken on the role
of the bursar and his presence has had
an effect on the school already, not
to mention the more civilised way the
school car park is being operated via
the introduction of a ‘Drop-off zone’.
Also, Mrs Davidson has enriched the
psychology department with her arrival
this year alongside Mr Neale to help
boost the IT department with the trusty
Mr Williams – which in hindsight turned
out to be a well-timed addition to the
staff as we were in need of an extra set
of hands working in the engine room
whilst the online lessons were beginning
to take place.
The U6th Physics students were also
blessed to see Mr Fielder dig out his
magnets and wires to finish off our
physics journey with a complete circuit!
The staff at Austin Friars do an
outstanding job in all areas of education
and so, unsurprisingly, it is always sad
to see teachers move onto their next
stages of life outside of the school.
This year we say goodbye to Miss Hay
who is off to stretch her teaching skills
over in Thailand. She will definitely be
a big miss within the school community.
We also say goodbye to Mrs Bullen
whom, from a personal point of view,
has had a huge influence on me with
respect to the subject I wish to read at
university. Therefore, on behalf of all the
pupils at Austin Friars, we want to say a
huge thank you to both of you!
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Over the years it has always been
a challenge for the School Captains
to devise a unique speech that is
memorable, due to the high level of
speech writing that is upheld year on
year. However, we feel that we certainly
deserve to be in the running for the
most memorable year; not for our
literary ability, but instead because of
the following two reasons. Firstly, we
are officially the shortest reigning school
captains in Friars’ history and secondly,
we were the first ever teachers and
pupils of Austin Friars to witness the
delights of online lessons on Zoom!
So, back when you were all still
listening, we mentioned how the school
values play such a big part in a Friars’
education, but in light of recent events
we have seen that these values surpass
just an academic education through
the positive community support that we
have witnessed over the summer.
Some of you may have seen the
exceptional entertainment that has
been on offer for us via Facebook and
other social media platforms of the
virtual concert and the ‘Drama of the
Day’. These events have truly shown
just how special this school is and even
though we were separated physically,
the School values continued on through
us as individuals and will continue to
be an indispensable part of our lives
post-Friars.

When we were first appointed as School
Captains this was certainly not how
we envisaged our Speech Day to pan
out. Nevertheless, we would not have
wanted to trade in a traditional Speech
Day for the seven spectacular years
that we have spent with the ‘class of
covid’. We can say with great sincerity
that it has been an absolute pleasure
and we are sure that we will all stay in
touch in the years to come.

On behalf of Year 13,
we would like to take this
opportunity to thank all of
those that have contributed to
making our time at Friars
so memorable.
On behalf of Year 13, we would like to
take this opportunity to thank all of those
that have contributed to making our time
at Friars so memorable. Staff members
and fellow pupils have played a huge
role in our school lives of course, but
without the countless sacrifices that our
parents have made we would not have
been able to have started our school
journey at Friars! And so, we would like
to dedicate a very special final ‘thank
you’ to all the parents.

CHAPLAINCY

C HA PLA INCY
Our Chaplaincy year was varied
and rich but like so many things, it
reflected a tale of two halves.
The whole school community continued
to take part in a rich and broad spiritual
journey through the first half of the
year; staff training days and trustees
meetings started with prayer and our
meals are taken after we have said
grace.
Lunchtime masses and Anglican
Communion were regularly held and
attended by staff and pupils.
Former pupils of the School continued
to visit throughout this time and as they
entered the Chapel, many commented
that it was the focus of many of their
favourite and sharpest memories of
school. We look to ensure that our
current pupils have the same rich and
powerful memories to call on when
they make their own return visits in the
future.
Our whole school services in the Chapel
were some of the highlights of the
school year. These were times when
we came together to celebrate, give
thanks and worship. We were able to
celebrate the significant event of whole
School Mass led by the Augustinian
Provincial, Fr Robert Marsh. This was a
joyous occasion which underpinned the
Augustinian values of our School.
In addition, Junior School Candlemas,
1st Form Mass and Junior School and
Senior School Carol Services were
also celebrated. Each of these were
wonderful occasions, supported by
parents and wider family and friends of
the school.

In the second half of the year, during
the time of lockdown and restrictions,
the chaplaincy remained a central part
of school life to maintain a presence
ensuring that contact was kept with
as much of the School population
as possible. Daily reflections were
posted on the Firefly page and Rev Ian
recorded several videos for the Junior
School to use on See Saw. More
importantly he was able to show a
physical presence whereever possible,
engaging with staff and returning pupils
outside at break and lunchtimes.
Rev Ian reports that some of his
best conversations were had on the
playground or field during that time.
It was a real opportunity to show the
relational values which underpin our
school with the team who work here,
both pupils and staff.
As a result, although the work of the
Chaplaincy has been different in shape
and structure over the second half of
the year, with fewer group activities and
less opportunity to come together as a
whole school, it has continued its work
enacting the school values and working
to support all that happens.
Another year, a different year, but one
where the Chaplaincy team were able
to bring God’s presence into all that
was happening, albeit in a very different
way!
There are a number of staff and
colleagues who continued to supported
Rev Ian in the Chaplaincy work and we
particularly thank Father Ian Wilson who
enabled our Augustinian values to be
fully lived out in worship and teaching
throughout the year.
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